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Talk overview
 Landsat data have played a key role in development and improvement of 

vicarious calibration
 Reflective and emissive as well as all types of vicarious approaches
 Examples here show reflective results

 Four pieces from the Landsat series of satellites
 Landsats 1, 2, and 3 - Return Beam Vidicon (RBV) and Multispectral 

Scanner (MSS) WRS-1 with 18-day repeat
 Landsats 4 and 5 - MSS and Thematic Mapper (TM)on WRS-2 with a 16-

day repeat cycle
 Landsats 6 and 7 - Enhanced Thematic Mapper [Plus] with 

panchromatic band added and 60-m TIR (ETM+)
 Lansdsat 8,9 separate thermal (TIRS) and reflective (OLI) instruments with 

pushbroom method and additional bands
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Vicarious approaches
 Vicarious calibrations are methods that do not use 

onboard calibration
 Surface test sites with and without in situ measurements
 Modeled atmospheric sources
 Lunar calibration
 Deep space views
 Intercomparisons

 Biggest advantage is that vicarious approaches do not 
degrade over time
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Role of vicarious in Landsats 1-5
Landsats 1-3 showed the necessity to decouple 
sensor effects from the data
 Landsat Image Data Quality Assessment 

(LIDQA) program for two years following 
Landsat 4 launch
 Landsat Image Data Quality Analysis work 

for Landsat 4 concentrated primarily on 
instrument behavior using onboard 
calibrator systems Instrument and data 
features were noted but overall conclusion 
was that TM and MSS data were of high 
quality

 Landsats 4 and 5 were first missions to 
implement vicarious calibration on a broad 
scale
 Reflectance-based calibration efforts at 

the University of Arizona
 Spatial assessments using artificial ground 

sites
 Aircraft underflights of sensors
 Absolute radiometric uncertainties <5%
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Landsat-5 Thematic Mapper was a key step in vicarious calibration
 Preflight calibration did not match early on 

orbit data
 Showed importance of vicarious calibration
 Emphasized absolute radiometric 

calibration and better onboard calibrators
 Implementation of pseudo invariant sites

 Uncertainty due to spectral differences for 
intercalibration were recognized
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Landsat 6 failure to reach orbit had an unintended positive effect
 University of Arizona had a vicarious calibration grant for Landsat 6 TM
 Grant redirected to Landsat 5 vicarious calibration and a study of a 

radiometer as part of new aerosol network
 Aeronet radiometer became basis for automated aerosol evaluations 

at White Sands and then later at Railroad Valley Playa, Nevada
 Automated surface reflectance characterizations followed leading to 

RadCaTS (Radiometric Calibration Test Site)
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Landsat 7 a key role in calibration improvements

 New sites, instrumentation, and methodologies
 Algorithm validation improved pointing to 

importance of sensor calibration
 Multiple groups using multiple methods added 

understanding of uncertainties and traceability
 Absolute uncertainties <3.5%

Low aerosol loading with small-sized 
aerosols and small solar zenith angle 
and six surface reflectance values

Monte Carlo 
modeling of 
uncertainties from 
a case typical of 
a desert 
calibration site
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Comparisons and round robins
 Multi-agency, multi-national, multi-sensor efforts
 Similar work in past but not with cross-sensor emphasis
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Intercalibration became a large effort
 Terra, EO-1, and Landsat 7
 Stable behavior of multiple sensors 

allowed improvements in methods
 Multiple sensors along with extensive 

validation efforts expanded on 
intercalibration efforts

 Desert site work expanded from AVHRR 
to MODIS and then to Landsat

 Arctic sites for simultaneous nadir 
overpasses

 First use of lunar views
 Application or data product 

approaches
 Automated test sites were initiated 412 nm 469 555 645 858 905 1240 1640 2130
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Vicarious calibration example followed what had been happening 
over the first four decades of Landsat

Expanded funding and optimized methods led to extensive efforts
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Airborne 
Imaging
spectrometer

Red Lake Playa, Arizona 29 March 2013

Laboratory
spectrometer

Calibrated field 
Diffuser reference

Portable field 
spectrometer

Satellite
sensors

Landsat 8 was another leap forward taking 
advantage of the new range of tools, 

approaches, sites, etc. and adding to that
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Landsat-8 pushbroom sensors helped decouple sensor effects
 Cloud-screened results for Landsat 7 and Landsat 8 1600 nm band
 Data show greater variability for lower SNR system (Landsat 7 

whiskbroom scanner) versus higher SNR (Landsat 8 pushbroom)
 Improvements from ETM+ to OLI gave confidence that a portion of the 

ETM+ variability can be attributed to sensor variability
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Surface effects
 Same plot as previous chart
 Data show a seasonal effect that is likely bi-directional reflectance 

effect caused by changing solar angle
 Use of two Landsat sensors provided insight into how much is due to 

sensor noise and how much is the surface
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Atmospheric effects
 Same plot as previous chart
 Scatter in data could be due to sub-pixel clouds, thin clouds, or dust 

storms
 Comparison of OLI to ETM+ can help decouple the atmospheric from 

surface and from sensor
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Multiple sensor, global data products became feasible

Noise in the plot at right can be 
due to
- Intercalibration differences
- Residual spectral effects
- BRDF effects
- Residual atmospheric impacts

Jeff Masek, Junchang Ju, Eric Vermote, NASA GSFC
Martin Claverie, Jean-Claude Roger, Sergii Skakun, University of Maryland
Jennifer Dungan, NASA ARC

Users relying on time 
series analysis from 
single sensors as well as 
combinations of 
multiple sensors such as
Harmonized Landsat / 
Sentinel-2 Products -
Laramie County, WY
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Lessons learned culminated during Landsat 9 commissioning
 Field campaigns and lunar data gave confidence in 

transfer to orbit of prelaunch absolute calibration 
 Landsat 9 underfly of Landsat 8 provided a relative 

calibration between two OLI sensors
 Allowed for the Landsat program to put two sensors on 

same radiometric scale within three months of launch
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Conclusions
 Lessons learned led to improved absolute and relative accuracies

 Vicarious trending uncertainties <0.2%
 Absolute uncertainties <2.5% in mid-visible and near infrared

 Landsat 8 was a leap forward in demonstrating that gold-standard 
sensors can be used to improve the calibration of other systems

 Landsat vicarious results have improved to the point where sensors are 
being developed without onboard calibrators

 Techniques now in place for Landsat 9 and future missions such as 
Landsat Next to obtain climate-quality imagers
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